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Exploding the Israel Deception
Fortress Israel
This volume deals with the varied forms of shame
reflected in biblical, theological, psychological and
anthropological sources. Although traditional theology
and church practice concentrate on providing
forgiveness for shameful behavior, recent scholarship
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has discovered the crucial relevance of social shame
evoked by mental status, adversity, slavery, abuse,
illness, grief and defeat. Anthropologists, sociologists,
and psychologists have discovered that unresolved
social shame is related to racial and social prejudice,
to bullying, crime, genocide, narcissism, posttraumatic stress and other forms of toxic behavior.
Eleven leaders in this research participated in a
conference on The Shame Factor, sponsored by St.
Mark's United Methodist Church in Lincoln, NE in
October 2010. Their essays explore the impact and
the transformation of shame in a variety of arenas,
comprising in this volume a unique and innovative
resource for contemporary religion, therapy, ethics,
and social analysis.

We Were Caught Unprepared
In the late 1940s, David Ben-Gurion founded a unique
military society: the state of Israel. A powerful
defense establishment came to dominate the nation,
and for half a century Israel's leaders have relished
continuous war with the Arabs with an unblinking
determination.

The Great Deception
The book that shook a large part of the world 20 years
ago has finally been updated and brought back into
print (read the revues of the original book on
Amazon). Philistine is truly an explosive blockbuster-it
will shock you; it will grip you; it will inform you; until
you read it you will never understand the Middle EastPage 2/22
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the world's most volatile region. As the book
progresses the learned author unfolds the fascinating
history of Israel and Palestine that every Western
politician would do well to both read and to absorb.
And the author initiates readers into the appalling,
deceitful practices of the Western news media as well
as the anti-Semitism and anti-Israel bias that
permeates the United Nations. The author also
documents the shocking truth about the Palestinian
Refugee issue. The PLO (Palestinian Liberation
Organization) peace deal with Israel is not a peace
deal at all, it is only a deceitful Islamic truce, a copy of
the one used by Mohammed against the Kuraish
people and the one used by Saladin against the
Crusaders-both times the truces ended in Islamic
victories. There can never be peace with Israel, only
eventual victory for Islam. The Arab-Israeli conflict is
not over land per se, it is a 1,400-year-long spiritual
conflict that will end only when one side is
vanquished, or when the Jewish Messiah stands on
the Mount of Olives. Over 1,500 quotations and
references document the devastating broadsides the
author courageously fires in this updated version of
the 1995 runaway international bestseller that was
published in 11 languages. As the Editor has said:
"This book is a 'must' on the reading list of both the
informed and uninformed."

Texts that Linger, Words that Explode
The second novel in the Christian end times series,
Perilous Times. The novel is about the first 3 1/2 years
of the Tribulation. The person who becomes the new
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leader of the world reorganizes the world into 10
provinces and fixes the failing economy. Meanwhile,
the trumpet judgments occur, the two witnesses
appear in Jerusalem, and nothing will ever be the
same again.

Liespotting
The popular Left Behind series depicting the rapture
of the Church and the rise of Antichrist has captured
the imaginations of millions. This gripping, but
fictional, story dramatizes a widely accepted view of
Revelation's mysterious prophecies, and how earth's
last days might be fulfilled. But could these
bestsellers about missing people also be missing
important Bible truths? Truth Left Behind, by Steve
Wohlberg, has a clear purpose: to take a closer look
at what the Bible really says about the Rapture, the
Tribulation, The Antichrist and his deadly mark
(Revelation 14:9, 14). What's true about The Rapture?
What's false? According to the author, when it comes
to understanding God's truth, we cannot afford to be
"left behind"!

Truth Left Behind
A Little Deception
Every day, billions of photographs, news stories,
songs, X-rays, TV shows, phone calls, and emails are
being scattered around the world as sequences of
zeroes and ones: bits. We can't escape this explosion
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of digital information and few of us want to-the
benefits are too seductive. The technology has
enabled unprecedented innovation, collaboration,
entertainment, and democratic participation. But the
same engineering marvels are shattering centuriesold assumptions about privacy, identity, free
expression, and personal control as more and more
details of our lives are captured as digital data. Can
you control who sees all that personal information
about you? Can email be truly confidential, when
nothing seems to be private? Shouldn't the Internet
be censored the way radio and TV are? is it really a
federal crime to download music? When you use
Google or Yahoo! to search for something, how do
they decide which sites to show you? Do you still have
free speech in the digital world? Do you have a voice
in shaping government or corporate policies about
any of this? Blown to Bits offers provocative answers
to these questions and tells intriguing real-life stories.
This book is a wake-up call To The human
consequences of the digital explosion.

Hour of the Witch
THE EVILS OF 9-11 REVISITED 10 years ago, on the
brilliantly sunny morning of Sept. 11, 2001 mass
murderers the sickest and most evil psychopaths
among the human race unleashed a reign of terror
that would ultimately kill nearly 3,000 innocent
citizens. As Americans watched these horrors unfold
on their television sets, they were subjected to an
occult, magical rite that would severely traumatize
them and forever transform our nation. As sirens
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wailed, fires burned, people screamed and television
newsmen riddled their viewers with alarm, those who
orchestrated this sacrificial slaughter reveled in the
paranoia and carnage. As blame for these attacks was
quickly placed on Osama bin Laden and 19 Muslim
hijackers, the actual plotters Talmudic exterminators
and their neo-con political sycophants peered from
the shadows as horrified jumpers leaped to their
deaths from the World Trade Center towers and
splattered on New York City s streets. Shortly
thereafter, these two 110-story skyscrapers were
swallowed directly into the Earth by energy sources
as powerful as the Sun. Ground Zero, in its original
interpretation as the spot of a nuclear explosion, had
been born. The monstrous aberrations responsible for
these crimes against humanity mutilated and
desecrated our security. Certainly 9-11 was an inside
job, but it was also an outside job as well. The
ravenous dogs that assaulted USS Liberty
crewmembers in 1967 now unleashed without a trace
of conscience their cesspool of bloodlust on America s
own homeland. On that fateful morning,
pandemonium ran rampant through every
neighborhood. People wondered rightly so if WW III
had begun? After the Pentagon our military nerve
center was purportedly rendered ineffective against
this onslaught, what target would be next? Television
sets cast incantations and demented spells over
every viewer that sat transfixed, frozen with fright. In
a state of primal fear, these cabbalistic sorcerers and
propagandists actually took possession of the
victimized masses. At this precise moment,
brainwashing, trauma programming and psychic
driving would reach its height of effectiveness. More
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sirens, flames, controlled demolitions, hellish smoke,
terror alerts on every channel and mounting death
counts. The world had changed, and we could never
return to where we once were. Like vermin-infected
rodents carrying toxic poison in their DNA, the 9-11
architects created this Pearl Harbor grand illusion to
lay a foundation for even more lies, i.e. wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq where killing-field corpses would
be stacked by the thousands. 9-11 Evil . . . 10 years
ago the spiritually malignant blackness of this Made in
Israel false-flag attack stole our family s lives and
savaged our country s collective mindset. They are
destroyers, vipers of an inhuman species, and we will
never forget what they ve done to us.

Air Operations in Israel's War Against
Hezbollah
Abstract: "This paper is a history of the Israeli nuclear
weapons program drawn from a review of unclassified
sources Israel has most probably conducted several
nuclear bomb tests. They have continued to
modernize and vertically proliferate and are now one
of the world's larger nuclear powers. Using 'bomb in
the basement' nuclear opacity, Israel has been able to
use its arsenal as a deterrent to the Arab world while
not technically violating American nonproliferation
requirements."

Israel's Lebanon War
The Left Behind Deception
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Grand Deceptions is a compact study of Zionism
exploring: - Israeli intrigue behind the 9/11 attacks
and the fraudulent "war on terror" - The Zionist roots
of neoconservatism and their central role in
fomenting Middle East wars - Zionist manipulation
behind the World Wars in order to establish Israel Their collusion with the Nazis to expedite Jewish
emigration to Palestine - Their key role in the
Bolshevik revolution and Stalin's murderous regime The fabrication of Holocaust history to suit Zionist
geopolitical imperatives - The Zionist impetus behind
Cultural Marxism and the Frankfurt School - And more

Earth's Last Empire
The Old Testament theologian extraordinaire reflects
on the meaning of Israel's prophets for today's world.

Made in Israel
Explores the author's theorized evolutionary basis for
self-deception, which he says is tied to group conflict,
courtship, neurophysiology, and immunology, but can
be negated by awareness of it and its results.

End Times Health War
Mr. Wohlberg unveils the New Testament teaching of
two Israel's-an Israel after the flesh (1 Cor. 10:18) and
the Israel of God centered in Jesus Christ (Gal.
6:14-16)-then proves conclusively that Armageddon
swirls around God's spiritual Israel, not the Middle
East.
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The Most Musical Nation
In the mid 1960s, hundreds of kilograms of highly
enriched uranium went missing from a nuclear fuel
manufacturing plant called NUMEC in Apollo, PA. From
the time the Atomic Energy Commission first
discovered that significant amounts of this atombomb-making material were missing, there was a
concern that it went to Israel because of the
connection between the plant's owners and Israeli
nuclear and intelligence officials. Because of the
enormously high stakes involved, denial and
deception have clouded the affair for half a century.
Although the AEC, its successor agency the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, the FBI, the CIA, the
Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, the
General Accounting Office, the National Security
Council, the Defense Intelligence Agency, two
committees of the U.S. House of Representatives and
four presidential administrations purported to
investigate what became of the uranium, they never
found it. They all acknowledged that the material
might have made its way to Israel, and some in high
position were certain it went there, but, until recently,
proof was veiled in secrecy. This book brings together
for the first time recently discovered personal papers
of the lead CIA agent, recently declassified files of
NRC, GAO, FBI and CIA, and interviews of U.S.
government investigators. The author is an engineer
who led a 1977 NRC investigation of the affair that
was thwarted by unwarranted secrecy and
interagency bumbling. This book culminates years of
research to get at the facts and set the record
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straight.

The Folly of Fools
The first novel in a new trilogy unravels the ancient
shroud of evil and unmasks the ominous forces
preparing humanity for a powerful delusion. All
mankind becomes ensnared by this spectacular
revelation, except for those brave enough to peer
behind the dark curtain and behold the truth.

End Time Delusions
The human population's annual total consumption is
not sustainable by one planet. This unprecedented
situation calls for a reform of religious cultures that
promote a large ideal family size. Many observers
assume that Christianity is inevitably part of this
problem because it promotes "family values" and
statistically, in America and elsewhere, has a higher
birthrate than nonreligious people. This book explores
diverse ideas about human reproduction in the church
past and present. It investigates an extreme fringe of
U.S. Protestantism, including the Quiverfull
movement, that use Old Testament "fruitful" verses to
support natalist ideas explicitly promoting higher
fecundity. It also challenges the claim by some
natalists that Martin Luther in the 16th century
advocated similar ideas. This book argues that
natalism is inappropriate as a Christian application of
Scripture, especially since rich populations’ total
footprints are detrimental to biodiversity and to
human welfare. It explores the ancient cultural
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context of the Bible verses quoted by natalists.
Challenging the assumption that religion normally
promotes fecundity, the book finds surprising
exceptions among early Christians (with a special
focus on Saint Augustine) since they advocated
spiritual fecundity in preference to biological
fecundity. Finally the book uses a hermeneutic lens
derived from Genesis 1, and prioritising the modern
problem of biodiversity, to provide ecological
interpretations of the Bible's "fruitful" verses.

Explosion-Resistant Buildings
Israeli Imperialist Collusion
A detailed narrative by two Israeli journalists on the
origins, conduct, and political repercussions of the
Lebanon war, based on previously unreleased
documents and interviews with high officials

Philistine-2
Cook County forensic pathologist, Dr. Claire
O'Shaunessy is an advocate for her patients, even if
they are all dead. When the body of an unknown male
discovered behind Chicago's Museum of Science and
Industry is linked to the remains of her childhood
friend recently discovered in a rural cemetery, Claire
is driven to solve these two murders. Although the
blood of her police family lineage runs deep, her
involvement in this investigation soon places her in
mortal danger as she begins to discover a plot where
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money and power override human life. Can her
brother, Detective Patrick O'Shaunessy and his
partner, Jack Miller, keep her safe or will Claire
become the next victim of this ruthless killer's
deception?

God's Babies
This excellent book highlights all aspects of the
analysis and design of buildings subject to impact,
explosion and fire. It is a definitive reference book and
contains 10 chapters from a wide international
prospective. Three-dimensional finite element and
discrete element techniques are included. They are
applied to buildings such as the World Trade Center
(WTC Twin Towers) and the Federal Building in
Oklahoma on the basis of the designers drawings,
data and other information. Many small case studies
are also included. The book has a comprehensive
bibliography and a large appendix providing
background analysis and computer subroutines of
recently developed programs.

Grand Deceptions
At a time of both rising anti-Semitism and burgeoning
Jewish nationalism, how and why did Russian music
become the gateway to Jewish modernity in music?
Loeffler offers a new perspective on the emergence of
Russian Jewish culture and identity.

Truth Left Behind
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GET TO THE TRUTH People--friends, family members,
work colleagues, salespeople--lie to us all the time.
Daily, hourly, constantly. None of us is immune, and
all of us are victims. According to studies by several
different researchers, most of us encounter nearly
200 lies a day. Now there's something we can do
about it. Pamela Meyer's Liespotting links three
disciplines--facial recognition training, interrogation
training, and a comprehensive survey of research in
the field--into a specialized body of information
developed specifically to help business leaders detect
deception and get the information they need to
successfully conduct their most important interactions
and transactions. Some of the nation's leading
business executives have learned to use these
methods to root out lies in high stakes situations.
Liespotting for the first time brings years of
knowledge--previously found only in the intelligence
community, police training academies, and
universities--into the corporate boardroom, the
manager's meeting, the job interview, the legal
proceeding, and the deal negotiation. WHAT'S IN THE
BOOK? Learn communication secrets previously
known only to a handful of scientists, interrogators
and intelligence specialists. Liespotting reveals what's
hiding in plain sight in every business meeting, job
interview and negotiation: - The single most
dangerous facial expression to watch out for in
business & personal relationships - 10 questions that
get people to tell you anything - A simple 5-step
method for spotting and stopping the lies told in
nearly every high-stakes business negotiation and
interview - Dozens of postures and facial expressions
that should instantly put you on Red Alert for
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deception - The telltale phrases and verbal responses
that separate truthful stories from deceitful ones How to create a circle of advisers who will guarantee
your success

Spotlight on Regional Affairs
In response to a surprise incursion by Hezbollah
combatants into northern Israel and their abduction of
two Israeli soldiers, Israel launched a campaign that
included the most complex air offensive to have taken
place in the history of the Israeli Air Force (IAF). Many
believe that the inconclusive results of this war
represent a "failure of air power." The author
demonstrates that this conclusion is an
oversimplification of a more complex reality. He
assesses the main details associated with the Israeli
Defense Forces' (IDF's) campaign against Hezbollah to
correct the record regarding what Israeli air power did
and did not accomplish (and promise to accomplish)
in the course of contributing to that campaign. He
considers IAF operations in the larger context of the
numerous premises, constraints, and ultimate errors
in both military and civilian leadership strategy choice
that drove the Israeli government's decisionmaking
throughout the counteroffensive. He also examines
the IDF's more successful operation against the
terrorist organization Hamas in the Gaza Strip in
December 2008 and January 2009, to provide points
of comparison and contrast in the IDF's conduct of the
latter campaign based on lessons learned and
assimilated from its earlier combat experience in
Lebanon.--Publisher description.
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Israel's Secret Wars
Elusive Deception is the first book of 3 that deals with
the elusiveness of human behaviours. The sordid
events that happen without self discipline or control
invades secrets and unlocks the mysteries of the past.
Lives begins changing as the plot thickens into a very
exciting end! Delia sitting in front of the mirror
completed the task of looking extra beautiful. Her lips
pursed soothingly while caressing the moisturized lips
of ruby-red lipstick. The satin white dressed flaked
flawlessly on the bed with matching red ignition
shoes. A pearl necklace from the family heirlooms her
mother used to wear on her wedding day was
delicately placed around the neckline to accentuate
the plunging cleavage clearly intended to expose
sensual emotions in motion. The bodice of the satin
dress draped faultlessly on her curvature. The vintage
stocking seam-line rose into areas known for personal
satisfaction, to be later adventured by her devoted
lover, soon to be rich aficionado. Delia was
impassioned by expressions of love. The
manifestation of impending connection created an
epitome of desire, reaching a crescendo of loves
tsunami's billowing on waves of opportunity.

Blown to Bits
Spies Against Armageddon
For centuries, most Christians believed that because
the New Testament was The Hebraic Roots of the
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Christian Faith written in Greek, the study of its Greek
roots should take priority over the study of the
Hebrew Scriptures. Today, that conception is
changing. Christian scholars are now beginning to
examine the Hebraic origins of Scripture with renewed
interest. In Faith of the Ages, author Richard Rhoades
explores the Hebraic origins of the first century faith
and the when, where, how, and why early Christian
leaders rejected that interpretation.Faith of the Ages
also investigates the origins of the Christian Church
and looks at the anti-Semitism of the Greek and Latin
Church fathers, the Roman Emperor Constantine,
Roman Catholic Church authorities, and the leaders of
the Reformation, who all played a major role in
moving Christianity away from its Hebraic roots.
Rhoades examines passages of Scripture that Catholic
and Protestant translators have changed by adding to
and subtracting from certain words found in the
ancient Greek manuscripts.Thoroughly researched,
Faith of the Ages answers questions about the first
century community of believers, the roots of Christian
faith, and its rich Hebrew heritage in Jesus and
provides impetus for believers to reexamine their
Christian faith.

The Third Temple's Holy of Holies
"When she embarks on a charade of exchanged
identities one night to save the family tea plantation,
spirited Rose Chesterfield gets more than she
bargained for: marriage to the deliciously notorious
rake, Viscount Rampton. Unwittingly implicated in a
series of high-profile jewel robberies, Rose must
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outwit a jealous adversary in order to clear her
blackened name. But can she regain the love and
respect of her husband?"--Publisher description.

Stealing the Atom Bomb
A powerful history of Israel's intelligence community,
from 1948 to the crises of today. Stopping Iran's
nuclear program involves sabotage, assassination,
intimidation, and deception. The book tells the story,
never told before, of Kidon-- the super-secret
operations unit that is like a Mossad within the
Mossad.

Deception, Consensus, And War
The popular Left Behind series depicting the rapture
of the Church and the rise of Antichrist has captured
the imaginations of millions. This gripping, but
fictional, story dramatizes a widely accepted view of
Revelation's mysterious prophecies, and how earth's
last days might be fulfilled. But could these
bestsellers about missing people also be missing
important Bible truths? Truth Left Behind, by Steve
Wohlberg, has a clear purpose: to take a closer look
at what the Bible really says about the Rapture, the
Tribulation, The Antichrist and his deadly mark
(Revelation 14:9, 14). What's true about The Rapture?
What's false? According to the author, when it comes
to understanding God's truth, we cannot afford to be
"left behind"!

The Epiphany Deception
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Deception
The most powerful and prophetic book yet from bestselling author Pastor John Hagee. Our world is in crisis
mode, but God is still on the throne. Bible prophecy
clearly reveals that immediately prior to the rapture
of the Church, four powerful kings will race onto the
stage of world history. Pastor Hagee reveals who they
are, where they come from, and what they signify.
Learn why Hagee believes that we are in the
beginning stages of World War III, and how this will
eventually take us to the Battle of Armageddon.
Pastor Hagee vividly describes the key players that
signify the King is coming!

Elusive Deception
Will Christians vanish in a rapture? Will seven years of
apocalyptic terror overtake those left behind? Will one
future Mr. Diabolical—the antichrist—rise to control
the world? Will he enter a rebuilt Jewish temple,
claiming to be God? Will Earth’s nations attack Israel
at Armageddon? Best-selling books like Left Behind
and popular apocalyptic movies predict such things.
Are they correct? No area of Christianity has been
subject to more misguided interpretation than end
time prophecy. Millions of Christians sense we are
nearing Jesus Christ’s return. Yet when it comes to
what the majority thinks will happen during Earth’s
last days, and what the Bible actually says will occur,
the difference is seismic. With clarity and biblical
accuracy, End Time Delusions exposes massive errors
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now flooding through media and in much of today’s
sensational prophecy writing. This book closely
examines tightly meshed yet speculative theories
about the rapture, seven-year tribulation, antichrist,
and the modern Jewish state. This book is no novelty.
Buttressed with solid teachings from many of
Christianity’s most illustrious scholars, it lets the Bible
speak for itself about the past, present, and future.

The Last Days of Dispensationalism
Surveys Israeli intelligence operations from the 1930s
to the Ostrovsky affair and describes relations with
the American intelligence community

The Day Approaching
A guide to the Harry Potter novels describes their
themes of witchcraft and wicca from a spiritual
perspective.

Spiritual Israel
Adventist Review
Are You Noticing the Signs of the Times? In the Bible,
Jesus spoke about the signs that would make it clear
His return is near. What are those signs? And are they
evident today? As a Jewish native Israeli who is a
Christian, Amir Tsarfati has a distinct perspective that
weaves biblical history, current events, and Bible
prophecy together to shine light on the mysteries
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about the end times. From his vantage point in the
Middle East and through careful Bible study, Amir
points to evidence that informs us the return of the
Lord is imminent. In The Day Approaching, you will
learn… God’s plans for the world, Israel, the church,
and you that the signs of Christ’s return are visible all
around us about the smoke screen of deception that
will lure people away from truth how even now God is
revealing Himself to people and changing their hearts
of the wonders that await us in Jesus’ future millennial
kingdom As you seek hope and clarity about earth’s
final days, let the Bible alone be the resource you turn
to for answers.

Faith of the Ages
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find
publication. The fact that the outcome of the 2006
Hezbollah-Israeli War was, at best, a stalemate for
Israel has confounded military analysts. Long
considered the most professional and powerful army
in the Middle East, with a history of impressive
military victories against its enemies, the Israeli
Defense Forces (IDF) emerged from the campaign
with its enemies undefeated and its prestige
tarnished. This historical analysis of the war includes
an examination of IDF and Hezbollah doctrine prior to
the war, as well as an overview of the operational and
tactical problems encountered by the IDF during the
war. The IDF ground forces were tactically unprepared
and untrained to fight against a determined Hezbollah
force. ¿An insightful, comprehensive examination of
the war.¿ Illustrations.
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The Left Behind Deception
Overcome the enemy’s assault against you and your
family’s health! The thief comes only to steal and kill
and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and
have it to the full. (John 10:10) Is a good diet really
that important? Is healthy living just a fad—or is it a
vital key that protects you from the devil’s end-time
assault? Steve Wohlberg delivers a prophetic health
“survival guide” that will equip you for victory in
these last days. In this timely book, you will… Learn…
how toxins, additives, chemicals and junk food are
strategies of spiritual warfare aimed against the body
of Christ Discover… simple secrets such as good diet,
sunlight, water and exercise that overcome demonic
attacks against your health Be equipped… to have the
winning edge against the tactics satan uses to “steal,
kill, and destroy” your health and the health of your
family. Your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit. The
devil knows this, and it terrifies him. This is why his
attack is so stealth and so lethal. It’s time to take
back your health, and the health of those you care
about as you walk in victory over the enemy in this
end-time health battle.
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